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1. INTRODUCTION 
LET f= (fi,fi, . . . ,f,): (R”, 0) + (Rp,O), p < n, be the germ of an analytic mapping, let 
fc denote the complexifkation of& The fibref-‘(0) is locally homeomorphic to a cone, with 
vertex 0. The base L of the cone is the intersection of f-‘(O) with a small sphere 
SF-’ = (xE[w”I /Ix/I = i-1. S u Ivan [7] proved that the Euler characteristic x(L), and conse- 11’ 
quently j?(L) = dim,* (H,(L, Z,)), is even. 
Assume that& ’ (0) has an isolated singularity at 0. Let p(&) denote the Milnor number 
off,. Wall [ 1 l] proved 
THEOREM 1.1. b(L)/2 = 1 + p(fc) mod 2. 
According to his own words, his proof, for p > 1, requires “quite sophisticated tech- 
niques in algebraic topology”. In this paper we give a much more elementary proof of this 
theorem. We also prove 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let w = (xf + . . . + x,2)/2, let F = (fi, . . ,f,, w), and let I be the 
ideal in C[[zI,. . . , z,]] generated by fi, . . . ,f, and all (p -t- 1) x (p + 1)-minors oj the 
deriuatioe matrix DF. If dim, @[[zl, . . , z,]]/I is finite then bothfc- ’ (0) and F; ’ (0) have 
an isolated singularity at 0 and 
1 + I = dimcC[[zl, . . . , z,J]/l mod 2. 
So, in order to calculate p(L)/2 mod 2, we do not need the much longer formula for p(fC) 
(see [2,4]): 
p-1 
,u(fY) = c ( - l)j+pfl dim, C[[z,, . . . , z,]]/Zj, 
j=O 
where Ij is the ideal in @ [ [zl, . . . , z,]] generated by fi, . . , fj and all (j + 1) x (j + l)- 
minors of O(fi, . . ,jj+l). 
It is proper to add that for p = 1 there is a more general version of Theorem 1.1 (see [8]). 
The two most essential facts we use in the proof are: the Greuel-Le formula (see [2,4]): 
p(.k) + p(Fc) = dim, @CCzl, . . ,41/~, 
and the following theorem which was proved (but not explicitly formulated) by Wall [ll, 
p. 3491: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let (M, aM) c R” be a compact manifold. 
trivial. Then 
/?(c?M)/:! = /I(M) mod 2. 
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Assume that its normal bundle is 
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The proof of this theorem requires only well known tools of algebraic topology as the 
Poincare duality theorem and characteristic classes. 
Our approach gives an important generalization to the case of algebraic manifolds in KY. 
Let f= (fi, . . ,f,): R” + UP, p < n, be a polynomial mapping, let W =f- '(0) and let 
K= WnS”,-‘,R~O.LetIc@[z,,...,z,]betheidealgeneratedbyf,,...,f,andall 
(p + 1) x (p + I)-minors of the derivative matrix DF, where F = (fi, . . ,f,, co), and let 
6=dimc@[z,,..., z,]/I. We shall prove 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume that W is a complete intersection, i.e. rank [DF(x)] = p for every 
XE W, and that 6 is finite. Then 
b(K)/2 - x(W) = 6 mod 2. n 
There is a formula for x(w) (see [9]) which expresses the Euler characteristic in terms of 
the topological degree of some mapping [w”+p + Iw”+P but the formula presented in this 
paper is more easy to compute. There is a computer program, written by the second author, 
which is able to calculate effectively dimensions of algebras which appear in Proposition 1.2 
and Theorem 1.4. One may find its brief description in [S, lo]. We have used this program 
in examples presented in each section. 
2. LOCAL CASE 
Let B: (resp. B:“) denote a ball of radius r in Iw” (resp. C”) centred at 0. Let 
f = (fi ,f2, . . . ,f,): (K!“, 0) + (BY, 0), p < n, be the germ of an analytic mapping, Ietfc denote 
the complexification of& We shall say that f;‘(O) has an isolated singularity at 0 if rank 
[Dfc(z)] = p for every zef;‘(O) - {0} m some neighborhood of the origin in C”. If that is 
the case then, according to Milnor [6] for p = 1 and Hamm [3] for p > 1, if y~@~ is 
a regular value of fc and 0 < 11 y/I 4 r G 1 then the Milnor fibre fc-’ (y) n B,?” has 
a homotopy type of a bouquet of p spheres of dimension n - p. Set p(fc) = p. Then 
x(fc-‘(y) n Bf”) = 1 f p(fc) = 1 + p(_&) mod 2. Moreover we may assume that ~EKV’ (see 
[ll, p. 3481). Let o = (x: + . . + x,2)/2, and let F = (fi, . . . ,f,, w): ([W”, O)-+([WPfl,O). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that FL ‘(0) has an isolated singular point at the origin. Then 
p(F,-) z 1 mod 2. 
Proof: Let y = (yi, . , y,+l)E[w p+l be a regular value of F, such that yp+ I < 0. The 
conjugation r:r(z) = z is an involution on the Milnor fibre X = F,‘(y) n B?“, where r is 
a small. Clearly ‘s has no fixed points, thus if y is sufficiently close to the origin, then we have 
1 - p(F,) = x(X) = ~(fz~Xlz(z) = z>) = 0 mod 2. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2. Clearly, dim, @[[zl, . . . , z,]]/I < co 
implies that both fc- ’ (0) and F, ’ (0) have an isolated singularity at 0. Let 0 < r + 1 and 
ye [wp, 1) y II < r, be a regular value of fc. Then p(L) = /3(f- ’ ( y) n S:- ’ ). From Theorem 1.3, 
p(L)/2 = /I(_/-‘(y) n 13:) = x(f-‘(y) n II:) = x(&‘(y) n B,?‘) = 1 + p(fc) mod 2. More- 
over from the Greuel-Le formula and Lemma 2.1, dim, @[[z,, . . . , z,]]/I = p(Fc) + 
Afd = 1 + I mod 2. n 
Example. Let f(x, y,z, w) = (fl,fz) = (x2 + y2z + w4 +. xyzw, z2 + x2w - y3 + xyzw). 
The computer calculated that dime @[[x, y,z, w]]/1 = 69. Hence bothf;‘(O) and FL ‘(0) 
have an isolated singularity at 0 and L is an union of an odd number of components 
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diffeomorphic to S’. In this case we cannot use the formula for I mentioned in the 
introduction because both{, and& have a non-isolated singularity at 0. 
3. GLOBAL CASE 
LEMMA 3.1. Let gl, . . , gk:@” + @ be polynomials such that 6 = dim, C [z, . . . , z,]/ 
(Sl,. . .> gk)< cc,where(g,,. . .,g,)istheidealin@[z,, . . .,z,]generatedbygI,. .,gk. 
Then C = {zE@“lgr(z) = . . = gk(z) = 0} isjnite and 
6 = i dim, c[cZ - PiII/(S1> . . , gk)i 
i=l 
where C = {pl, . . . , pr) and (gl, . . . , gk)i denotes the ideal in C[[z - pi]] generated by 
germs of polynomials gl, . . , gk at pi. 
For proof see [l, Corollary 1, p. 571. n 
Let f= (fi, . . . ,f,):R ’ -+ W be a polynomial mapping and let W =f- ’ (0), 
W, =fI’(O). Assume that rank [Dfc(z)] = p for every ZE W,. Thus W(resp. W,) is a real 
(resp. complex) algebraic manifold of dimension n - p. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let w: R” + IR be a polynomial, let C (resp. C) denote the set of critical points 
of a restriction 01 W (resp. oa: 1 W,). Assume that: 
(i) C is$nite, 
(ii) for each a~lR, 0-l (( - co, a]) n W is compact. 
Let a, be a critical value of WI W and let C n w-‘(uO) = {pl, . . . , pS}. DeJne 
A”_ = {XE Wlo(x) I a0 - E>, A: = {XE Wlo(x) 5 a, + E}. Then for suficiently small E > 0, 
x(A;) = x(A’_) + i dim, C[[z - pk]]/r, mod 2, 
k=l 
where Lk denotes the ideal in c[[z - pk]] generated by germs of fl, . . . , f, and all 
(p + 1) x (p + l)-minors of the derivative matrix D(f, o) at pk. 
Proof Choose a function 6: R” -+ R’ such that 63 uniformly approximates w in 
C2-topology and 01 W is Morse. Let ukj, 1 I k I s, 1 <j I q(k), be critical points of 
6lA; - A”, where points ukj, 1 <j I q(k), lie close to pk. For sufficiently small E > 0 we 
may choose 63 such that 
x(A”,) = x(AL) + i ‘f ( - l)irj, 
k=l j=l 
where Akj is the Morse index of G( W at ukj. For each 1 I k I s we have 
e(k) q(k) 
jzl ( - l)lkJ = jzl sign det CD’(6 I W) (ukj)] = deg grad@ I uk), 
where Uk is a small neighborhood of pk in W containing all points ukj, 1 5 j < q(k), and 
deg grad(6 1 uk) is the topological degree of the map grad@ I uk). If c3 is sufficiently close to 
o then deg grad(G,l uk) = deg grad(w) uk). Then (see [l l]), deg grad(w I U,) E pk mod 2, 
where pk is the Milnor number of germ of wc] W, at pk. Since W, is smooth then p( fc) = 0 
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at every point pk and from Greuel-L& formula we get 
pk = dim c[[Z - Pkll/~k. n 
Let w(x) = (x: + + x,2)/2, let K = W n Sk-l, R 9 0, let I c C[z,, . . . , z,] be the 
ideal generated byf,, . . . ,f, and all (p + 1) x (p + l)-minors of the derivative matrix DF, 
where F = (fI, . . . ,f,, co), and let 6 = dim, @[z,, . . , z,]/I. 
Proqf of Theorem. 1.4. Let C and C denote sets of critical points of 01 W and wc IX, 
respectively. From Lemma 3.1, C is finite. Set C = {pI, . . . , p,}. Assume that 
C = C n R” = {pt , , ps}, s I r. A set C - C consists of pairs of conjugated points. From 
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and observing that 
i: dim, @[[z - pk]]/rk E i dim, @[[z - p,]]/I, mod 2 
k=l k=l 
we get x( W’) = 6 mod 2. For large R, W n cl(B”,) is a deformation retract of W and 
a( W n cl(&)) = K. Since W is a complete intersection then its normal bundle is trivial. 
Thus from Theorem 1.3, P(K)/2 E /3( IV) E x(W) = 6 mod 2. n 
Example. Let f(x, y, z) = 1 + x3 - 2x41 + y3 + xz + z3 + xyz4. The computer verified 
that dim, @[x, y, z]/(J; ;iJ;/Jx, aflay, ;Ifii?z) = 0 and then W = f - ‘(0) is a complete intersec- 
tion. It also calculated 6 = 78. It is easy to see that K cannot be void. Hence K consists of an 
even number of components diffeomorphic to S’. 
Example. Letf(x, y,z) = (fl,fi) = (1 + x3 + y3 + z3 - x2yz, 2 - x3 + y3 - z3 + XY*Z). 
Let J be the ideal in @[x, y, z] generated by,f, , f2 and all 2 x 2-minors of Df. The computer 
calculated that dim,, @[x,y,z]// = 0, 6 = 71, and then W =f-‘(0) is a complete intersec- 
tion and b(K)/2 = # K/2 is odd. 
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